The curriculum guide is designed to integrate elementary school curriculum with career education concepts in the primary grades. The major objectives are to acquaint the students with careers in order to develop a positive awareness of and attitude toward work, to appreciate the contributions that they can make, and to develop basic skills for entry into the work world. (By sixth grade, students are expected to make a tentative career choice through exposure at every grade level to nine different occupations.) For the first grade, the students examine the optometrist, zoo-keeper, carpenter, nurse, doctor, farmer, dentist, policeman, and general career areas. The students study, on the second grade level, skilled and unskilled workers, dairy occupations, fire fighters, librarians, veterinarians, bank clerks and tellers, post office occupations, telephone operators, nurses, and dietitians. For third graders, the nine occupations are those of: wool growers, transportation occupations, newspaper reporters, retail trades, teachers, barbers and cosmetologists, foresters, building trades, and food production. Each occupational area contains a list of suggested activities, resources, suggested resource people and field trips, and audiovisual materials. No kindergarten materials are included in the document. (JB)
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INTRODUCTION

Career education is for everyone. School District No. 1 believes that career education should begin in kindergarten and continue throughout life. It should be intertwined with the basic curriculum in such a way that it will supplement and reinforce basic skills. Also it should be correlated with subject matter to enhance learning in the established curriculum so that which is being taught becomes more meaningful and relevant to the students.

All students (K-6) should have the opportunity to develop an awareness and an understanding of a variety of occupations so that a more meaningful choice may be made when the child is mature.

Career education in the elementary school will acquaint the student with the "World of Work" so as to enhance a positive attitude toward the "Dignity of Work" in our society. Every occupation, no matter what the title, education requirements, salary, or working conditions is a necessary and vital component of America's work force. Knowledge of workers and the dignity of work will develop a respect for others, an appreciation for their contributions, and a pride in the world of work as a whole.

At the end of the elementary level the students in the Powell system will have been exposed to sixty-three different occupations. This means that at each level (K-6) the students will be made aware of nine different occupations each year. In order to accomplish this task and speed up our career awareness program as to implementation this suggested activities guide was developed to show how these occupations could be interwoven into the existing curriculum. Also noted in the guides are all the available materials (films, filmstrips, books, etc.), possible speakers and field trips as well as some addresses where the students might write for additional information.

The above mentioned materials have been put in different boxes and when a teacher wants to teach say the veterinarian all he or she has to do is call for that box and all the available materials is at their disposal.

MERLIN S. OLSON, DIRECTOR
Career Education
OBJECTIVES

1. Going through school with no consideration of the types of careers in which one might be interested causes one to miss much of the value of school.

2. Almost everything the school teaches can be helpful in at least one type of career.

3. At least some people must work if society is to survive.

4. All work needed by society is honorable.

5. Any worker who performs such work well is honorable.

6. Work that is enjoyed by some people is disliked by other people.

7. No one has the right to impose his work likes and dislikes on others.

8. Everyone has a responsibility to determine the work in which he is most likely to succeed.

9. Generally, those workers who are trained, experienced, and productive find their work satisfying and they will always be more in demand than their opposites.

10. A career is built from a succession of jobs which tend to lead each individual from those jobs which are personally less satisfying toward those which bring more satisfaction.

11. All students should make a tentative career choice before the end of 6th grade.

12. Some sort of work ethic should be taught to and accepted by all students.
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
First Grade
OPTOMETRIST

1. FIELD TRIP TO ONE LOCAL OPTOMETRIST—DR. WATERS OR DR. FORDHAM.
2. HAVE SCHOOL NURSE COME IN AND TALK ABOUT EYE CARE.
3. PLAY RECORD ON "COLORS."
4. DEMONSTRATE EYE MODEL
5. LEARN THREE OR FOUR PARTS OF EYE (LABEL).
6. USING MICROSCOPE, LOOK AT OBJECTS TO CLASSIFY CLEARNESS, SHARPNESS, ETC.
7. LESSON ON MIXING COLORS.
8. DITTO OPTICAL ILLUSIONS.
9. HAVE THE KIDS MAKE MOEBIUS STRIP (REFER TO OPTICAL ILLUSIONS) CAREER BOX.
10. MAKE A RAINBOW (REFER TO LIGHT AND COLOR) CAREER BOX.
11. CUT PICTURES OUT OF MAGAZINES OF PEOPLE WEARING GLASSES.
12. DRAW YOUR FAVORITE ANIMAL WITH GLASSES.
13. MAKE POSTER ABOUT SAFETY OF EYE.
14. MAKE CAMERA (REFER TO LIGHT AND COLOR, PAGE 36)
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
FIRST GRADE
OPTOMETRIST

I. Books

1. THE EYE BOOK, Theo LeSieg
2. EXPERIMENTS IN OPTICAL ILLUSION, Beeler & Bromley
3. LIGHT AND COLOR, Healey
4. OPTICAL ILLUSIONS, Martin
5. HOW AND WHY LIGHT AND COLOR, Merrill

II. Workers Who Help Us Take Care of Our Eyes

III. Pictures

Some pamphlets, magazines and literature enclosed in folder.

IV. Cassette Tapes

CTT 35 - Story of Your Eyes

V. Books Available from IMC:

1. JUNIOR SCIENCE BOOK OF LIGHT, Teravalo
2. THE FIRST BOOK OF LIGHT, Harrison
3. BEGINNING SCIENCE WITH MR. WIZARD-LIGHT, Herbert and Richles
4. EXPLORING LIGHT AND COLOR, Neal
ZOO KEEPER
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
First Grade
ZOO-KEEPER

1. Write creative poems. Have children dictate sentences to teacher or write their own. These may be made into booklet. Learn some poems about animals.

2. Define the meaning of "zoo" - a place where there are many different animals and birds for us to see. They have been brought from all over the world. If we did not have zoos, most of us would never see these animals or birds.

3. Discuss the work of a zookeeper - feeds, waters, and cleans cages. Takes care of the animals when they are sick.

4. If possible, have some stuffed animals sitting around the room for hands-on for the children.

5. Have children pick a favorite animal and write an experience story. Make into a booklet to use on library table.

6. Dramatize - make animals' masks of zoo animals and birds. Make cages from boxes or use chairs. Have a zookeeper and let the children play act their roles.

7. Take a trip to the zoo
   (1) prepare interview questions ahead of time
   (2) use tape recorders and cameras

8. Discuss why some animals have to be kept in cages. Compare wild animals to domestic animals. Discuss children's own pets.

9. Ask children to bring pictures to school. Make a pictorial zoo on bulletin board.

10. Discuss and emphasize the importance of a veterinarian in the zoo.

11. Play a game of letting children pantomine an animal and let them try and guess which animal they are doing.

12. Have a pet show - do adequate planning.

13. Have a zoo party - ask parents to bring refreshments as what animals eat (peanut-haystack cookies, etc.). Children may have costumes to wear of an animal they choose. A skit might be worked up for entertainment.


15. Let children decide what animal they like best and make a life size paper mache of their choice.
10. Draw pictures of zoo animals with circles - use booklet CIRCLE ZOO.
17. Sculpture a lion or a lamb from sawdust. Idea in Elementary Teacher's Arts and Crafts, Ideas for Every Month of the Year, IMC, page 200.
5. Make animals or animal footprint (a casting) from clay or plaster of Paris - use cookie cutter. Paint when dry.
9. Trace around each child's foot. He then makes an animal from this pattern using print for body of animal.
20. Color the tiger - laps 6-11
21. Discuss each animal's habitat. Compare these.
22. Compare the skins and hides as some animals have long hair and some have short hair - others have wool or fleece. If possible, bring samples of pelts into classroom - another idea for hands-on for children.
23. Discuss what kinds of food different animals eat. Bring out idea some animals eat raw meat and where the zookeeper might get this.
31. Discuss names of baby animals (bear-cub, lion-kitten, elephant-calf).
3. Do a finger play. Bring money into unit as to how much an admittance charge would be.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
FIRST GRADE
ZOO KEEPER

i. Books

1. Golden Book of Zoo Animals
2. I Want to Be a Zoo Keeper, Greene
3. The Zoo Book
4. What Happens at the Zoo, Shaw
5. I Know a Zoo Keeper, Henried
6. At the Zoo, Colonius
7. Something New at the Zoo, Meeks
8. African Animals, Purcell
9. Talking Book--Zany Zoo
10. Talking Book--Zoo Animals
11. Let's Go to the Zoo, Pope-Emmons (Tch. Guide in IMC--Your World)
12. A Visit to the Children's Zoo, Golden Book

ii. Posters

1. The Zoo Keeper
2. Flannel Board--Zoo Animals

iii. Folder

Duplicator Carbons (The Zoo Keeper)
Games, etc.
Packet of stand-up animals from Gobble-Growl-Grunt

iv. Animal Coloring Book

v. Games

Zoo Lotto
Puzzle--The Zoo

vi. The Children's Zoo--24 copies
A Visit to the Children's Zoo--24 copies

Material available from AV Department
CARPENTER
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Grade 1

CARPENTER

1. Assist pupils in making a list of workers who help to build a house.

2. Discuss the different types of houses the children live in.

3. Discuss why different types of houses are needed for different families.

4. Add new words to the vocabulary as to different types of homes, different way of paying for houses, etc.
   A. Rent
   B. Buying, Interest
   C. Apartment houses
   D. Two story houses
   E. Business building, etc.

5. Take one worker of home builders and list all or some of the tools that he uses.

6. Assist pupils in making a list of the different tools and materials used to build a house.

7. Discuss how people are trained to do the different jobs necessary to build a house.

8. Ask students for any experience in building a house. Ask how they helped or any problems that developed while building.

9. Take one or more occupations such as plumber and discuss what services that they provide for in the home (bath, water, wash water, dish water, sanitation, etc.)

10. Role play what it would be like if there were no homes.

11. Bring in resource people or parents to explain what they do and have these people bring pictures, or demonstration products, or talk about the services they perform. (Plumbers, painters, carpenters, electricians, brick layers, etc.)

12. Arrange an exhibit of various tools. Show how these tools are used.

13. Go on a field trip and observe different types of homes and various stages of construction that they are in.

14. Make a floor plan of your house on a large piece of paper. Show how the furniture has been placed in your house by your parents. Put an "x" in your favorite room. (See ditto in back.)
15. Ask the children to count the number of rooms in their house and compare with other members of the class.

16. Ask students how they think that people pay for homes, such as renting, buying, leasing, etc.

17. Lay out all the plans for the model house.

18. Determine the cost of a house to be made.

19. Make a graph of materials used in building a home. Show how often each material was used.

20. Ask pupils to draw a picture of their classroom. Compare this drawing to a blueprint. Show pupils how a blueprint compares with a map.

21. Using milk cartons, ask pupils to paint the carton to look like their house. Use large sheets of paper to make a map of the community around the school. Ask pupils to place their milk carton houses on the streets where they live.

22. Tools can be used by children to make items from wood. Discuss safety while using carpenter tools.

23. Build a house with blocks, cardboard boxes, sugar cubes.

24. Make a notebook of different pictures of different types of homes and use it for booklet, "My Home."

25. Individual pupils can listen to the talking book "Let's Go Look at House Construction." (See materials)

26. Role playing - each student can play the role of one of the workers, telling what his job is, what his duties are, why he likes his job, etc. They can wear appropriate "hats" and carry their tools.

27. Have a resource person or parent come to talk to the class. Have them bring pictures and tools of their trade. (See materials)

28. Discuss the role of climate on different types of homes.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER PDX
FIRST GRADE
CARPENTER

I. Books
1. TOOLS FOR BUILDING
2. I KNOW A HOUSE BUILDER
3. THE MAKE-IT ROOM OF MR. AND MRS. BUMBA
4. TIM AND THE TOOL CHEST
5. HOUSE CONSTRUCTION (Good)
6. I WANT TO BE A CARPENTER
7. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU BUILD A HOUSE
8. YOUR WORLD--LET'S BUILD A HOUSE (Tch. Guide in IMC--Your World)
9. LET'S FIND OUT ABOUT TOOLS (Read A-Louo)

II. Pictures and Posters
The Carpenters

III. Seatwork Masters
1. Blueprint of My Room
2. Blueprint of 1st Grade Room
3. Blueprint of My House
4. The Carpenter
5. How Many Rooms
6. Carpenter Tools
7. What People Take Part in Building a House

IV. Overlays for House Plan

V. Other Material
1. Two Aprons
2. One Carpenter Pencil
3. Two Sheets of Floor Plans
4. The Little Carpenter--Stanley Tool Company

VI. L.A.P. - The World of Construction

VII. Material Available from AV Department

Tapes: CTT 49 Apartments and Houses
CTT 462 Carpenter
CTT 466 Carpenter
CTT 310 Construction

Film Loops: FL 116 Carpenters
Film Strips: H-83 Building the Shell of the Home
S-114 Kinds of Houses
S-113 Houses of Long Ago
S-115 Men Who Build our Houses
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
First Grade

THE NURSE

1. Make contact with M.D.'s to establish first graders to visit a hospital. This not only would cover occupation, but would also positively prep children for possible hospital admittance.

2. Draw pictures of what was seen at hospital.

3. Have Mrs. Kovach speak to class.

4. Find out the nurses duties, her hours, and schooling.

5. List different kinds of nurses.

6. Have school nurse demonstrate parts of first aid.

7. Using nurse's hat and a watch role play different duties of nurse.

8. Children list qualifications of a good nurse.

9. Find out places where nurses work.

10. Have children find pulse, feel it, and count the beats.

11. Make a mural of nurse activities.

12. Have children write about a visit to the doctor's office or hospital, telling about the cap. the nurse gave.

13. Have a candy-stripper, wearing her uniform, talk to the class about her duties.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
FIRST GRADE
THE NURSE

I. Books

1. DOCTORS AND NURSES, "WHAT DO THEY DO?"
2. I KNOW A NURSE
3. I WANT TO BE A NURSE (2 copies)

II. Pictures and Posters

1. The Nurse (black and white)
2. A Nurse (color)
3. What We Do Day by Day

III. Seatwork Masters

Color Page of Nurse
Poem--Nurse

IV. Tape--CTT 422 Dentists, Dental Hygienists (in IMC)

V. Material Available from AV Department

Filmstrips--Filmstrip--Sound
K-5 KEEPING WELL
S-45 STRAIGHT AND TALL
FSS-144 I WANT TO BE.....NURSE
PHYSICIAN
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
First Grade
DOCTOR

1. Have the children write an experience story. Children can dictate sentences for the teacher to write on an experience story chart. Copies of the story could be run off in booklet form. Children may illustrate the booklet.

2. Learn to interview.
   A. Children make up questions before the interview.
   B. Use tape recorder and camera.

3. Pantomine the work of a doctor.

4. Pupils could play a role in skits illustrating activities such as how pupils should act in the doctor's office.

5. Discuss with pupils how a person becomes a doctor.

6. Discuss different reasons for visiting doctor's office, preventive vs. curative medicine.

7. Study numerals used on prescriptions.

8. Listen to heartbeat and count.

9. Show one-to-one correspondence through use of parts of the body.

10. Do worksheets on different equipment of the doctor's.

11. Discussion of drugs and other items most commonly found in the medicine cabinet. What most are used for and why they should not be misused.

12. Further discussion on the poison labeling. (Skull and crossbone).

13. Demonstrate various poison labels so that children will learn to identify.

14. Each child draw a picture of his doctor.

15. Draw a picture of an ambulance.

16. Do the color book on drugs.

17. Make a poster stressing good health rules.

18. Go to the hospital and let children draw the building.

19. Make a class scrapbook of drugs.

20. Field trip to doctor's office. The doctor could discuss good health rules in addition to his work.
21. Field trip to the drug store to learn about the pharmacist and his work. This would be a good time to discuss drugs.

22. Show slide presentation on the "Hospital Visit of Dinosaur Ben."

23. Tour an ambulance and talk to an ambulance driver.

24. Learn the doctor poem. (See career box)

25. Invite a hospital manager to talk on procedures of a hospital. Show video tape on the hospital.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
FIRST GRADE
DOCTOR

I. Books
1. JILL'S CHECK-UP
2. DOCTOR JOHN
3. TRUE BOOK OF HEALTH
4. DOCTORS TOOLS
5. I WANT TO BE A DOCTOR
6. LET'S VISIT THE HOSPITAL
7. LET'S GO TO THE DOCTOR'S OFFICE

II. Pictures or Posters
1. THE DOCTOR
2. THE DRUGGIST
3. THE DOCTOR (CUT OUT)

III. Seatwork and Masters
1. FOLDER ON THE DOCTOR
2. HEALTH BEGINS AT HOME

IV. Other Material
1. A TALE OF TAILS, STARRING NASOUR BEN (SLIDES AND CASSETTE)
2. STETHOSCOPE

V. Tapes

CTT-227, PART 6B THE DOCTOR IS AN IMPORTANT COMMUNITY HELPER w/study guide

VI. Material Available from AV Department

Filmstrips-Filmstrip Sound
C-87 Community Helpers Series, The Doctor
0-29 Our Health Department
FSS-144 I WANT TO BE.....DOCTOR
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
First Grade

FARMER

1. Display pictures children have collected.
2. Play games - Farm Lotto, What Animals Say, Freddy on the Farm.
3. Put together Jig-saw puzzles.
4. Set up display book Tiny Farm.
5. Ditto packet of color sheets, crossword puzzles, dot to dot, poems, riddles, finger plays, and games.
6. Field trip to see farm animals.
7. Field trip to farm at planting time.
8. Field trip to farm to study farm equipment.
9. Make a scrapbook.
10. Make a video tape.
11. Make a slide tape.
12. Resource person to talk to class.
13. Make a tape recording of sounds of the farm.
14. Draw a map of the farm.
15. List all smells connected with the farm.
16. List food products that come from different farm animals.
17. Make finger puppets.
18. Make model clay animals.
19. Make a model farm.
20. Make a seed-picture as a class project.
21. Discuss differences in animal weight.
22. Plant seeds and observe their growth.
23. Collect samples of food that farm animals eat.
24. Write stories.
25. Dramatize a story.
26. Sing and play "Farmer in the Dell."
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
FIRST GRADE

FARMER

I. Books
1. THE CARROT SEED, Ruth Krauss
2. ERIC PLANTS A GARDEN, Jean Hudlow
3. THE LITTLE FARM, Lois Lenski
4. MR. BUMBA PLANTS A GARDEN, P. W. Harwood
5. LET'S GO TO A FARM, Laura Sootin
6. I KNOW A FARMER, Emily Nathan
7. LET'S FIND OUT ABOUT FARMS, Ann Campbell
8. I WANT TO BE A FARMER, Carla Greene
10. GOOD MORNING, FARM, Golden Book
11. THE TRUE BOOK OF FARM ANIMALS, Lewellen
12. THE JOLLY BARNYARD, Golden Book
13. ANIMALS ON THE FARM, Golden Book

II. L.A.P. #591-FARM ANIMALS (The Farm and What It Produces for Us)

III. Pictures or Posters
1. The Farmer (Black and White)
2. Springtime Farm (Color)
3. Cow Pictures (series)
4. Assorted black and white animal pictures

IV. Activities: Dot to dot, Color Page

V. Games: A Farm Game, Farm Animals Say, Farm Lotto, Puzzle, The...

VI. Other Materials:
Farm Animal Pamphlets, Scott Foresman & Co.
Tiny Farm Press-Out Book
Stand Up Animal Ditto
Let's Make Butter Pamphlet
Resource Unit--The Farmer

VII. Material Available from AV Department

Filmstrips and Filmstrip-Sound
H-79 The Story of Fruits and Vegetables
H-80 The Story of Meat
L-56 Life on a Farm, Milking
L-57 Life on a Farm, Gathering Eggs
L-58 Life on a Farm, Feeding the Animals
L-59 Life on a Farm, Haying
L-60 Life on a Farm, Picking Vegetables
L-61 Life on a Farm, Picking Fruit
FSS-145 Living on a Farm (6 filmstrips)
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

FIRST GRADE

DENTIST

1. Discuss what foods are good for teeth. Gather pictures of foods and circle those good for snacks. Arrange a "good snack" display of food recommended for between-meal eating.

2. Discuss with children why we have teeth.

3. Find pictures of facial expressions and write an experience story about each expression. Have children dictate sentences--teacher writes sentences on board. A booklet may be made later of these stories for each child.

4. Write experience stories telling how we care for teeth.

5. Display and label objects that should not be placed in the mouth.

6. Write poems and rhymes about teeth. Write letter to the dentist asking for a tour of his office. Write thank you letters.

7. Make a class dictionary of new words--use for spelling such as tooth, teeth, decay, cavity, x-ray, diet, cleaning, brush, paste, etc.

8. Losing a tooth is a big event in a first grader's life, so a "Losing a tooth" booklet can be made and kept all year. White construction paper covers can be cut in the shape of a tooth. Pages inside are for children who lose a tooth. Child dictates a story about his tooth (who pulled it, how it came out).

9. Do a pantomime on brushing teeth. Change or add words to song "Around the Mulberry Bush."

10. Have children bring pictures of people or animals smiling or showing teeth. Put on bulletin board with captions.

11. Demonstrate the benefits of a cleansing food by cutting through an apple with a knife, and then cutting through a marshmallow with another knife. Compare the clean and sticky knives. Point out that sweet sticky foods cling to teeth just as marshmallows cling to knife--while self-cleansing foods, like the apple, leave teeth clean.

12. Have an art show of dental posters.

13. Draw a toothbrush and tube of paste, give these arms and legs to resemble people or animals.


15. Plan a special Parents Program featuring: skits, plays, reports by children illustrating proper care of the teeth. Have refreshments of fresh fruits, vegetables, milk, juice and an art show of dental posters made by children.
16. Invite school health consultant to talk with children on dental health.

17. Use a mirror. Let children count own teeth and a friend. Compare number with poster "How Teeth Grow." Do worksheets on One-to-one Correspondence.

18. Do worksheets on "How Many."

19. Do a class record of brushing teeth at home and in school. Have children bring toothbrushes for this project.

20. Determine from resource people the cost of having a tooth pulled, x-rays, filling, false teeth. Different types of fillings: gold, silver, plastic, braces.

21. Take a trip to a dentist's office. Plan to see receptionist, lab technician, dentist, dentist's chair and tools, x-ray.

22. Make a chart of body and teeth building foods such as: milk, cheese, ice-cream, fish, eggs, beef, pork, lamb, chicken; vegetables, beans, carrots, peas, lettuce (Vitamin A every other day); fruits, citrus and juices for vitamin C, bread and cereal.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
FIRST GRADE
DENTIST

I. Books

1. I WANT TO BE A DENTIST
2. LET'S GO TO THE DENTIST
3. DENTIST'S TOOLS
4. TOMMY'S TOOTH
5. TALKING BOOK--CLEANLINESS, STARRING JOHNNY'S TOOTHBRUSH

II. Filmstrip

HOW TO BE A GOOD LANDLORD TO YOUR TEETH (KEEP IN CAREER BOX)

III. Pictures or Posters

1. Toothbrushing
2. FOR GOOD TEETH AND A HEALTHY MOUTH
3. LITTLE RED SKY
4. HOW WE TAKE CARE OF OUR TEETH (PAMPHLETS)
5. THE DENTIST
6. HAPPY TOOTH--SAD TOOTH

IV. Folder of Seatwork and Activities

V. Tru-Brush Your Teeth, Betty Walters

VI. Other Materials

VII. Red Dye Tablets (including booklets)

VIII. Materials Available From AV Department

Filmstrips and Filmstrip--Sound

C-91 THE DENTIST
S-49 STRONG TEETH
FSS-166 WHO HELPS US, PART II (DENTIST)
FSS-80 THE MOUTH I LIVE IN
FSS-40 LET'S TALK ABOUT YOUR TEETH
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
First Grade
POLICEMAN

1. Discussion: Bring children's ideas and questions into discussion.

2. Follow discussion with an experience story. Have children dictate sentences for teacher to write on board. Make a booklet of these stories and let children draw pictures to illustrate.

3. Discuss the different jobs of the policeman. Let children make a list of these jobs. Compare the role of policeman according to the "Let's visit a Policeman."

4. Play games or do a pantomime in officers' duty and let children try to guess the duty.

5. Use crossword puzzle.

6. Pantomime a word.

7. Unscramble words.

8. Take a field trip to police station.

9. Make a badge.

10. Fingerprints - use finger paints or washable ink; encourage children to make own prints as this shows children all prints are different.

11. Make traffic signs--use tag board and place around the room in various spots to be obeyed by the children.

12. Make props for dramatizing a play on police duties. Make these from heavy butcher paper or tag board. Let children paint or color these.

13. Mobiles - use children's pictures of police car and patrolman's car. Also policeman and patrolman clothes.

14. Make a city street (big mural). Let children draw and color background. In foreground cut out of tag board a policeman and his car. Let children twist crepe paper and glue to fill in policeman's clothes and car. Use crepe paper the color of uniform and cap.

15. Ditto worksheets.
16. **How to make out a ticket** - Have children make out a fine by writing in dollars and cents for penalties.

17. **Discuss safe way to cross streets.** Take children to intersections and let them cross the correct way.

18. **Bike safety done through posters.** Contact health consultant to talk on bicycle rules; also film strips are available. See AV material listing.

19. **Discuss school bus safety - why it is needed.**
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
FIRST GRADE
POLICEMAN

1. Books
   1. A TALKING BOOK
   2. CHIEF DOOLEY'S BUSY DAY
   3. RED LIGHT, GREEN LIGHT
   4. TRUE BOOK OF POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN
   5. I KNOW A POLICEMAN
   6. LET'S FIND OUT ABOUT POLICEMEN
   7. WHAT DO THEY DO?
   8. I WANT TO BE A POLICEMAN
   9. SOMEONE ALWAYS NEEDS A POLICEMAN
  10. LET'S VISIT THE POLICEMAN

II. Pictures or Posters
   1. PICTURES OF POLICEMAN (FOUR)
   2. CUT-OUT FACE POLICEMAN (TOO LARGE FOR BOX)

III. Seatwork or Masters
   1. Color Pages
   2. The Policeman
   3. Folder of Activities

IV. Other Material
   1. Police Badges (four)
   2. Set of Fingerprints

V. Tapes
   CTT 232 PART II A -- MR. BADGER'S DUTY TO ENFORCE THE LAW W/STUDY GUIDE
     PART II B -- GRAMS TELLS ABOUT MR JUSTICE AND THE BURGLER
               W/STUDY GUIDE
   CTT 235 -- GETTING TO KNOW THE POLICE STATION

VI. Material from AV Department
    FILM LOOPS: FL 141 POLICEMAN AND POLICEROWMEN
    FILMSTRIPS AND FILMSTRIP-SOUND
      0-32 OUR POLICE DEPARTMENT
      H-29 HOW TO RIDE YOUR BICYCLE SAFELY
      C-90 COMMUNITY HELPERS SERIES, THE POLICEMAN
      FSS-166 WHO HELPS US, PART 1 (POLICE)
GENERAL CAREERS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
FIRST GRADE

GENERAL CAREER

1. List different occupations.
2. List the occupations to be studied.
3. Pantomine "Guess My Work."
4. Discuss careers available in Powell.
5. Have each child tell about his mother's or father's job.
7. Make a bulletin board of different type hats associated with careers.
8. Draw pictures of parents' occupations.
9. Put on program for parents--the children dress in parent-work uniform or of a child's job preference.
10. List jobs that need college education and jobs that do not.
11. Write experience stories.
12. Puppet show
13. Career Game
14. Flannel board stories.
15. Bulletin Board - "Happy are those who dream dreams and have the courage to make them come true."
16. Do interest inventories.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
FIRST GRADE

GENERAL CAREERS

I. Books

II. Pictures or Posters

III. Seatwork Masters

Color Book--What do you want to be when you grow up (in ITA)
When I am Big (master copy)

Material Available From AV Department

Filmstrips, Filmstrip Sound

W-51 Why Do People Work
FSS-188 Who Do You Think You Are
FSS-44 Teaching Children Values, Primary
SKILLED AND UNSKILLED WORKERS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Second Grade
SKILLED AND UNSKILLED WORKERS

1. Make a big wheel with spokes pointing out different occupations.

   The People Who Come To Our House
   - The Florist
   - The Milkman
   - The Plumber
   - TV Repair Man
   - Delivery Man
   - Moving Men

   People Who Help Us Go Places
   - Truck Driver
   - Gas Station Attendant
   - Bus Driver
   - Train Engineer
   - Pilot

   People Who Help To Clean Our Town
   - Street Cleaner
   - Trash or Garbage Collectors
   - Street Repairman

2. Have a truck driver come speak.

3. Discuss buying gasoline: empty, full, 3/4, etc.

4. Learn road signs (Truck Drivers, page 49.)

5. Learn parts of gasoline engine (Truck Drivers, p. 41)

6. Clean up litter off playground--classify by paper, glass, wood, etc.

7. Interview garbage man.

8. Have child and parent write a question for field trip. (Must be signed)


10. Make road signs.

11. Make cut-away. (See Let's Go to the Sanitation Department, P. 18 and 19.)

12. Make hat or dress as favorite man out of this unit.

13. Make mural (write sentences about garbage life cycle)

14. Choose different skills of children's parents and discuss all of them.

15. Let children pick from list four workers they would like to study and follow similar activities.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
Second Grade
SKILLED AND UNSKILLED WORKERS

I. Books

1. LET'S GO TO A SANITATION DEPARTMENT, Cochrane
2. I WANT TO BE A MECHANIC, Greene
3. DEAR GARBAGE MAN, Zion
4. I WANT TO BE A ROAD-BUILDER, Greene
5. I WANT TO BE A RESTAURANT OWNER, Greene
6. COME TO WORK WITH US IN A TOY FACTORY, Wilkinson
7. ABOUT FRIENDLY HELPERS AROUND TOWN, Melmont
8. LET'S VISIT AN ELECTRIC COMPANY, Pope-Emmons (Tch. Guide in IMC, Your World)
9. I WANT TO BE A COAL MINER, Greene
10. DIG BOOK OF REAL BUILDING AND WRECKING MACHINES, Zaffo
11. I WANT TO BE A BUS DRIVER, Greene
12. I WANT TO BE A TAXI DRIVER, Greene
13. TRUCK DRIVERS: WHAT DO THEY DO?
14. I WANT TO BE A TRUCK DRIVER, Greene

II. LAP 360 Sanitation Workers

III. Packet of dittoes, activities pictures
Study Guide for FSS-199, Teamwork in a Toy Factory

IV. Tapes

CTT 231, Part 9b, Mr. Hall Helps Keep Our Neighborhood Clean (w/study guide)
CTT 227, Part 5a, Mr. Sparks is the Man Who Works with Lightening (w/study guide)
CTT 236, Getting to Know the Sanitation Department

V. Colored Posters (13)

VI. Material Available from AV Department

FSS 166 Who Helps Us... Part 1 (Laundry)
FSS 199 Teamwork in a Toy Factory
C 95 Street Maintenance Crew
C 96 Sanitation Department Crew
FSS 166 Who Helps Us... #5 The Laundry
#6 The Service Station
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Second Grade

DAIRY

1. Art Project - Have children draw and color vividly a face on a large piece of construction paper or tag board. Tape a half pint milk carton just below the chin with masking tape. Insert a drinking straw from mouth to top of carton. Print I LIKE MILK above the face.

2. Visit a dairy farm. Have dairyman visit the class and be interviewed by the children.

3. Do research on types of dairy cows in the local area.

4. Locate countries, states, and Wyoming counties that are important dairy areas. Color on outline map.

5. Discuss the importance of the dairy business. List all workers who are directly or indirectly dependent upon it.

6. Have a milk delivery man tell the class how milk is priced and delivered to the store.

7. Divide the milk process into phases. Assign one phase to a group. Have the members of each group prepare a story with illustrations. Give the completed story as a program for another class. Have it video-taped.

8. Collect pictures and write stories about each phase above for individual booklets shaped like a large cow or bottle of milk.

9. Write questions for interviews, with help of parents of child at home.

10. Give group oral reports on kinds of cows and origin.

11. Write a story on the subject, "If I Were a Cow." Work out a play on this subject and play-act it.

12. Children will make a talking book with pictures they have drawn and a tape they have made.


14. Learn the basic types of food.

15. Collect recipes which make use of milk or milk products.

16. Do research on Louis Pasteur and Edward Jenner on cowpox, smallpox, and vaccination. Find out how the word "vaccination" was coined (from word "vacca" meaning "cow").
17. Bring milk cartons and other milk product containers to school. Compare sizes. Learn about pint, half pint, quart, half gallon, ounces, pound.

18. Set up a play store. Buy and sell products and make change.


20. Color different types of dairy cows (work sheets in back of resource guide). Find pictures of them in magazines to cut out.

21. Make butter.

22. Make ice cream.

23. Make posters about dairy products.

24. Make a model of a dairy farm. Teacher take pictures of activities. Children write captions and show account for group book to be compiled and laminated at the end of this unit.

25. Make a mural showing the milk process from cow to container.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
SECOND GRADE
DAIRY

I. Books
1. DAIRYMAN DON, PARR-CHAPIN
2. LET'S GO TO A DAIRY, GOODSPEED
3. AT THE DAIRY, HASTINGS
4. I KNOW A DAIRYMAN, STANEK
5. I WANT TO BE A DAIRY FARMER, GREENE
6. MILK FOR YOU, SCHLOAT
7. LET'S VISIT THE DAIRY, POPE-EMMONS (TCH. GUIDE IN IMC YOUR WORLD)

II. LAP 636 DAIRY WORKERS
TRG--THE STORY OF MILK, SMITH & HILL

III. Posters

IV. MATERIALS FROM AMERICAN DAIRY ASSOCIATION

V. FILMSTRIP: THE MILKMAN; LIFE ON DAIRY FARM, IMC, w/record.

VI. FIELD TRIP: RED TOP DAIRY, OWNED BY MYRON HENY

VII. MATERIAL AVAILABLE FROM AV DEPARTMENT

FILM LOOPS:
FL 160 MILK COMES FROM COWS

FILM STRIPS:
FSS 145 LIVING ON A FARM #2, DAIRY FARM
FSS 166 WHO HELPS US, #8, THE DAIRY

L-56 MILKING (LIFE ON THE FARM SERIES)
C-92 THE MILKMAN
H-77 THE STORY OF MILK
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FIRE FIGHTERS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Second Grade
FIRE FIGHTER

1. Check the Junior Fire Marshal's Home Report with your parents (see materials) after it is completed and signed, return it to the teacher. Discuss the reports together.

2. Plan and dramatize what should be done in case of fire in your home.

3. Demonstrate good housekeeping for disposal of ashes, rubbish, brush, and fuel.

4. Make a mural - show fire as man's friend and as his enemy.

5. Make a simple experiment to show fire requires oxygen. Turn a jar over a lighted candle which is standing in a dish of water. When the candle goes out, water rises in the jar. What does this show?

6. Find out from your father (or mother) what safety measures are taken in the building where he/she works. Compare them with those in your school.

7. Make a fire drill poster using one of these slogans: "Walk, Don't Run," "Be Quiet," "Keep Calm," "Think," "Don't Give a Fire a Place to Start."

8. Visit the firehouse. Ask the fireman what boys and girls can do to prevent fires at home and at school. Inspect the engine and learn what the equipment is for.

9. Make a map of your school showing the location of exits, fire hoses, extinguishers, etc. Do this as a class project.

10. Prove that oil will float on water. Put a small amount of oil in a glass of water. Use this experiment to explain why a stream of water is not used to put out an oil fire.

11. As a class project, visit your local movie theater during closed hours. Observe fire exits, other fire protection. Discuss what regulations are made to protect you in public buildings.

12. Cut from newspapers any accounts of fire losses. Keep a chart of the amount of money involved in the loss.

13. Rub your hands together to see how friction produces heat. Discuss how matches work. Make rules about safe use of matches. Explain the difference between "friction matches" and "safety matches."

14. Draw a map of the fire-fighting facilities of your community to help you locate them.
15. Have a fireman come to the classroom and discuss fire safety with the class.


17. Make a fireman's hat.

18. Make a milk carton firetruck.

19. Make Smokey Bear Posters and sing the song "Smokey the Bear."
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
SECOND GRADE
FIRE FIGHTERS

I. BOOKS
1. THE LITTLE FIRE ENGINE
2. I KNOW A FIREMAN, WILLIAMS
3. SMOKE EATERS, C. B. COLBY
4. READ ABOUT THE FIREFIGHTERS, SLOBODKIN
5. I WANT TO BE A FIREMAN, GREENE
6. LET'S VISIT THE FIRE STATION, POPE-EMMONS (TCH.GUIDE IN IMC)
7. TALKING BOOK--FIRE FIGHTERS

II. TAPES:
CTT 227, PART 5B, CAPTAIN WATTERS AT THE FIRE STATION (W/STUDY GUIDE)
CTT 234, GETTING TO KNOW THE FIRE STATION

III. THREE SPIRAL-BOUND STORY BOOKS

IV. MATERIAL ON SMOKEY THE BEAR

V. PACKET OF DITTOES, ACTIVITIES, SEATWORK

VI. POSTERS (COLORED, 6)
JUDY PUZZLE--FIREMAN

VII. FIELD TRIP TO FIRE STATION

VIII. MATERIAL AVAILABLE FROM AV DEPARTMENT

FILMLOOPS:
FL 126 FIRE FIGHTERS

FILMSTRIPS:
FSS 114 I WANT TO BE...#6 FIREMAN
FSS 166 WHO HELPS US...#1 FIRE DEPARTMENT
0 28 OUR FIRE DEPARTMENT
C 86 THE FIREFIGHTERS
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LIBRARIAN
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Second Grade

THE LIBRARIAN

1. Each child can make and illustrate a story on a ditto master for a class book. The subject could be about "Our Visit to the Library." Run off copies for every child so he may be able to put the pages together, include a table of contents, title page, front and back cover, and staple the book together.


5. Make a "how-to" book. Example: paste a zipper on a page of a book and tell how to work it. Other items for the book could be shoelaces, buttons, hooks and eyes, and snaps.

6. Prepare worksheets to provide for individual differences. Example: (W-11, W-12) cut and paste pictures to go in appropriate places. This helps children with perceptual problems.

7. Group oral discussion (W-3). What is the Librarian reading?

8. Learn the parts of a book. Have the children list the title page, the table of contents, the chapters, the index and discuss the importance of each part.

9. The teacher may discuss with the children: Why do people like to read? What do people read? Where do books, magazines, and newspapers come from? What workers help put reading materials in our hands?

10. Develop a "people pyramid" by teaching the development of a textbook the children are using. Let the students do necessary research through the use of reference books and interviewing.

11. Adapt the song "Here We Go Around the Mulberry Bush" to the development of the pyramid. (This is the way we plant the trees, etc., This is the way we cut the trees, etc.).

12. Research the use of the dictionary, encyclopedia, card catalog, etc. The workbook called "Reference Skills" could be used.

13. Research the types of cloth used in W-10.

14. Practice finding page numbers in a book which are dictated by the teacher.
15. Do worksheets on sequencing of numbers. 1E; 56, 57, 58, --, --, --.

16. Learn telephone numbers and street addresses.

17. WIMOLAMP lessons.
   A. Pupil can identify numerals from 0-100; A-106, A-110, C-81, C-92, E-95, E-131, F-79, F-85.
   B. Pupil can name ones and tens for numbers 0-100; A-108, A-159, C-75, C-91, E-94, C-21.

18. Elementary Teachers Arts and Crafts Ideas for Every Month of the Year 745.5X, by Robbins. Available in each IMC
   A. Bookmarks, page 28, 64
   B. Mobile Diarama, page 65
   C. A Famous Character in Clay, page 66.
   D. Individual Telephone Pooks, page 143.
   E. Book Holder, page 63-64.

19. Field trip to public library and media center.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER JOX
SECOND GRADE
LIBRARIAN

I. Books
1. I KNOW A LIBRARIAN, VOIGHT
2. AT THE LIBRARY, COLONIUS
3. MIKE'S HOUSE, SAUER
4. MR. WIGGLE'S BOOK, CRAIG
5. ROSA-TOO-LITTLE, FELT
6. I WANT TO BE A LIBRARIAN, GREENE
7. MISS TERRY AT THE LIBRARY, BARR

II. TRG, THE LIBRARIAN, JEANINE CORNELISON

III. Tapes:
CTT 230, PART -8a, VISITING THE LIBRARY WITH MISS REID, W/STUDY GUIDE
CTT 235, GETTING TO KNOW THE LIBRARY

IV. Packet
DITTO MASTERS, STORIES ACTIVITIES

V. Colored Posters (2)

VI. Field Trip -- Public Library

VII. Material Available from AV Department
FSS 144 I WANT TO BE A LIBRARIAN
FSS 166 WHO HELPS US...LIBRARY
0 30 OUR LIBRARY
C 93 THE LIBRARIAN
W 62 WORKERS FOR THE PUBLIC WELFARE (THE LIBRARY AND THE LIBRARIAN)
VETERINARIAN
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Second Grade
VETERINARIAN

1. Students should find out two animal diseases from books or parents.
2. Find out two bones an animal could break.
3. Find out ten animals that might go to a veterinarian.
4. Discuss and compare human and animal injuries and illnesses.
5. Find out what foods make pets healthy.
6. Have students play act a veterinarian and diagnose what’s wrong.
7. Visit an animal hospital or have a veterinarian come to class.
8. Discuss why veterinarians are good to have.
9. Discuss why we need animals and how things would be different if there were no animals.
10. Discuss how people should treat animals.
11. Discuss the role of women as veterinarians.
12. Make up an animal for each letter of the alphabet.
13. Play twenty questions guessing different animals.
14. Make up plays about animals and have students act them out.
15. Plan a pet show.
16. Make up riddles for animals.
17. Do creative writing on an animal picture.
18. Do opinion poll on favorite pets.
19. Make two interview questions to ask veterinarian.
20. Make up a song to familiar tune.
21. Make a notebook of different animals, illnesses, poems, etc.

22. Make a bulletin board of drawings of pets.

23. Trace foot and make an animal.

24. Make a shoe-box diorama.

25. Make an animal out of clay.

INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
SECOND GRADE
VETERINARIAN

1. Books
   1. AT THE PET HOSPITAL, HEFFLEFINGER-HOFFMAN
   2. ANIMAL DOCTORS: WHAT DO THEY DO? GREENE/KESSLER
   3. I WANT TO BE AN ANIMAL DOCTOR, GREENE
   4. LET'S CHOOSE A PET, POPE-EMMONS (TCH. GUIDE IN IMC, YOUR WORLD)

II. TALKING BOOKS (TAPE BY M. JOHNSON)

   The Vet
   I Know an Animal Doctor
   I Want to Be an Animal Doctor
   AT THE PET HOSPITAL

III. TRG VETERINARIAN, DONNA SMITH

IV. BOOKLET RECORD OF "OUR TRIP TO THE VETERINARIAN"

V. FIELD TRIP TO VET'S OFFICE

VI. MATERIAL AVAILABLE FROM AV DEPARTMENT

   Film Loops:

   FL 159 Many Kinds of Pets
BANK CLERKS
AND TELLERS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Second Grade

BANKING

1. List the things they would like to see on a field trip to the bank.

2. Write study questions for a guest speaker to answer concerning the operation of a bank.

3. Make samples of checks and deposit slips.

4. Have children role play going to the bank to make a deposit; going to the store and cashing checks.

5. Write original stories. Topics could be: "If I had $10 to spend, I would...."


7. Washington Coin - see materials

8. Clown Bank - see materials

9. Treasure Box - see materials

10. WYMO LAMP activities - see materials

11. Ditto sheets - see materials

12. Using Dollars and Sense - see materials

13. Money Makes Sense - see materials

14. Visit to the bank.


16. Using a map of Powell, plot the route to be taken on the field trip to the bank - see materials

17. Have resource person from the bank come to talk to the children.
Occupations Covered:

Bank Teller - Dot #212
Billing Machine Operator - Dot #214
Bookkeeping Machine Operator - Dot #215
Computing Machine Operator - Dot #216
  A. Bookkeepers - Dot #210
  B. Cashier - Dot #211

Materials:

World of Work Books:

332.1 I Know a Bank Teller, Williams, Barbara
332.4 Nails to Nickels, Campbell, Elizabeth
332.4 How Money is Made, Cooke, David
332.4 The True Book of Money, Elkin, Benjamin
332.4 Money, Adventure Book of, Evans, Eva Know
332.4 The How and Why Wonder Book of Coins and Currency, Gelinas, Paul
332.4 What Is Money, Wilson, Louise
332.1 Bank and Banking, Elinor Rees

Art Book Available in the IMC

Art Activities, Elementary Teacher Arts and Crafts Ideas
  Washington Coin - Page 128
  Clown Bank - Page 203
  Treasure Box - Page 231
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
SECOND GRADE
BANK CLERKS AND TELLERS

I. Books

1. I KNOW A BANK TELLER, WILLIAMS
2. THE TRUE BOOK OF MONEY, ELKIN
3. AT THE BANK, REES
4. I WANT TO BE A SECRETARY, BAKER
5. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU PUT MONEY IN THE BANK, SHAY
6. DANDY THE DIME, KERR
7. LET'S VISIT A BANK, POPE/EMMONS (TCH.GUIDE IN IMC)

II. TRG--Banking, Basset, Cornelison

III. Tapes:

CTT 227  Part 6A  Miss Coyne Keeps Our Money Safe (w/study guide)
CTT 233  Getting to Know the Bank
CTT 56   Let's Learn About Banking (IMC)

IV. Packet of Activities, dittoes

V. Activity Book--What Can You Buy?

VI. How Our Bank Helps Our City--25 copies

VII. Field Trip to Local Bank
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Second Grade
POST OFFICE

1. Have students write a letter to a friend or relative properly addressed and zipped.

2. Take a trip to the post office.

3. Make a requirement of two interview questions which the student will prepare at home.

4. Write a thank you note to the postmaster.

5. Find out how mail travels.

6. Find out what classes of mail there are.

7. Students will make a post office (sketch included) and take turns sorting canceling, and picking up mail. Rows of students will each be given a street, avenue, house number and zip code.

8. Students will address correctly a Valentine to each student from a map that shows where each student lives located in front of room.

9. Have students discuss (write good points) questions below:
   1. Why we need a post office
   2. How it helps us
   3. Why is mail sent
   4. How mail service keeps friends in close contact that live far away from each other
   5. Is mail important to business
   6. If they have ever received anything in the mail, were they excited
   7. Is all mail good; why or why not?

10. Have students interview the postmaster.

11. Have students wrap packages and weigh them on a weight scale.

12. Set up fixed prices per pound and ounce for mailing packages, and have students figure how much it would cost to mail their package.

13. Sell cancelled stamps (brought by students) with play money and have the postal clerk give the correct change.
14. Construct a post office
15. Make mail boxes
16. Make illustrations for poems
17. Make a list of spelling words and alphabetize words.
18. Arrange different types of letters, stamps (perhaps a child has a stamp collection), packages and a sample of the different postal stamps used on letters and packages.
19. Have children paint things they might see at the post office or any other aspect about the post office.
20. Have the children make a picture dictionary for the new words they have learned.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
SECOND GRADE
POST OFFICE OCCUPATIONS

I. Books
1. I KNOW A POSTMAN, Henroid
2. TRUE BOOK OF OUR POST OFFICE AND ITS HELPERS, Miner
3. AT THE POST OFFICE, Colonius
4. I WANT TO BE A POSTMAN, Greene
5. LET'S VISIT THE POST OFFICE, Pope-Emmons
   (Tch. guide in IMC, Your World)

II. TRG--Post Office Fun, Smith and Hill

III. Tapes:
   CTT 34 THE MAILMAN AND HIS WORK
   CTT 229 PART 3A, THE LETTER CARRIER (W/study guide)
   CTT 236 GETTING TO KNOW THE POST OFFICE
   CTT 238 THE MAILMAN AND HIS WORK

IV. Posters (5)

V. CHECK WITH POST OFFICE FOR CLASSROOM PACKET OF MATERIALS

VI. FIELD TRIP TO POST OFFICE

VII. Material Available from AV Department

Filmstrips:
   FSS 152 90 BILLION RAINDROPS
   FSS 166 WHO HELPS US...PART 10, THE POSTOFFICE (Order Set II)
   L-2 LET'S MAKE A POST OFFICE
   0-33 OUR POSTOFFICE
   C-89 THE MAILMAN
   FSS 164 UTILITIES AND COMMUNICATION (Mail Services)

Filmloops:
   FL 142 POSTAL CLERKS
   FL 135 MAIL CARRIERS
TELEPHONE OPERATORS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Second Grade

TELEPHONE WORKERS

1. Have a representative from the telephone company talk to the class. Children prepare questions in advance to ask him.

2. Show films on telephone equipment and service. Some are available from the telephone company (see Mountain Bell office for names).

3. Introduce the pamphlet, "We Learn About the Telephone Company." Assign topics for talks and illustrations (to be made by pupils) to various groups of children. Each group will also prepare a picture for the bulletin board and for the scrapbook (with caption).

4. Visit the telephone office.

5. Practice telephone conversations using tele-trainer.

6. Prepare short dramatizations to illustrate various situations in which telephone use is important. Refine these for a video-tape program.

7. Copy poems about the telephone.

8. Look up names in the telephone book.

9. Learn emergency numbers.

10. Make individual notebooks of telephone numbers, arranging names alphabetically.


12. Study the ear in health books (see materials); the parts; how it works; care of the ear.

13. Demonstrate sound waves by throwing a pebble in water.

14. Experiment with passage of sounds by holding paper tubes to the ear and making sounds at the end of the tube.

15. Children draw a large telephone and label parts of the telephone. Find pictures of different types of telephone.

16. Make a museum of communication objects—long ago and modern.

17. Make tin-can telephones as described in "We Learn About the Telephone."
18. Bring telephone book to school to figure out rates and time schedule.


20. Use a map of the United States to learn about time zones.
    Take clocks and compare time in different time zones.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
Second Grade
TELEPHONE WORKERS

I. Books

1. I KNOW A TELEPHONE OPERATOR
2. LET'S GO TO THE TELEPHONE COMPANY, Buchheimer
3. LET'S VISIT THE TELEPHONE COMPANY, Pope/Emmons
   (Tch. guide in IMC, Your World)
4. I WANT TO BE A TELEPHONE OPERATOR, Greene
5. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU MAKE A TELEPHONE CALL

II. TRG -- The Telephone, Smith and Hill

III. Posters (3)

IV. Tapes:

   CTT 229, Part 4A, Miss Wire Brings People of the World Together
   (w/study guide)

V. Material from Telephone Company

VI. Field Trip to Telephone Office

VII. Order telephone set from telephone company

VIII. Material Available from AV Department

Film Loops:

FL 150 Telephone Craftsmen
FL 151 Telephone and PBX Installers and Repairmen (adv.)
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Second Grade
NURSE AND DIETITIAN

1. Field trip to the hospital (may use the slide-tape presentation as prepared by the Career Education Summer Workshop, '973 available in the Career Education Office.)

2. Field trip to a doctor's office.

3. Resource person to visit the classroom. Contact Margaret Battershell, Nurse, Powell Hospital. She may know of willing person to visit the classroom.

4. Flip chart entitled "A nurse works for many people." Need tagboard, large ring binders, and pictures. Have each child paste on a construction backing and then on to tagboard a picture that they have drawn or cut from a magazine.

5. Spelling words. Possible weekly outline might include:
A. Monday - send out new lists; with a friend, look up words in a dictionary and on worksheet record the correct meaning.
B. Tuesday - Language Arts Worksheet
C. Wednesday - poem - fill-in-the-blank worksheet
D. Thursday - sentence context worksheet; those finished early may quiz a friend.
E. Test

6. Construct a bulletin board
A. Large mural of hospital
B. Tace stories about nurse on bulletin board
C. Collect pictures from magazines about hospitals and nurse; place on construction backing. Have children print titles for each picture.

7. Plan a hospital - need small boxes, paints, paste, or large sand box; label different areas of the hospital.

8. Stand-up workers - cut from magazine or catalog; pictures pasted to tagboard.

9. Collage design of hospital and nurse - collect pictures from magazines.

10. Complete the booklet on the five senses (see included sheets).

11. May use the following laps:
A. 371.42 No. 2 The Nurse (school) - Community Helper Series
B. 611 No. 1 Body--Human (parts) We Are Putting It All Together
   2 Five Senses
   3 Functions of the Human Body
These laps are located in each IMC
12. Drug coloring book also included at the end of this TRG.

13. WYMOLAMP materials available:
   
   A. D-79, read, record temperature
   B. A-86, G-75 Days of the week
   C. F-93 Pounds and ounces
   D. D-78, D-83, E-135 Time
   E. A-137, D-81, D-82, F-81, F-93 Length, weight, and volume
   F. A-1, D-75, D-76, D-77, D-78, E-114, F-80, 1-75 Bar and Line graph

14. HAVC dietition speak. Possible people to contact: Mrs. Bob Richardson, Powell Hospital; Miss Rosemary Anselmie, MDU Consultant

15. Make worksheet of nurses equipment and label.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
SECOND GRADE
NURSE-DIETITIAN

I. Books
   1. WHAT HAPPENS TO A HAMBURGER, SHOWERS, ROCKWELL
   2. THE TRUE BOOK OF YOUR BODY AND YOU, HINSHAW

II. Diet Posters

III. Talking Book--Little Red Sky
WOOL GROWER
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Third Grade
WOOL GROWER

1. Have Mrs. Robert (Lucy) Harvey demonstrate spinning wool, dyeing and carding.

2. Field trip to sheep farm.


4. Have a 4-H demonstration on care of sheep.

5. Play sheep rummy.

6. Have each child bring a mutton recipe and make a booklet.

7. Follow the product of fleece to fabric.

8. Make knitting board.


10. List wool products.

11. Have county agent speak on judging sheep.

12. Make sheep and cover him with miniature marshmallows.


14. Find the average weight of fleece, wool, sheep, etc.

15. Study different breeds of sheep.

16. Teach external parts of sheep and label (laps).


18. Wash and dye a fleece.

19. Make hand lotion from sheep by-products—tallow or lanolin.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
THIRD GRADE
WOOL GROWER

I. BOOKS
1. THE FARM, RUSSELL-FINK
2. LET'S VISIT A FARM, POPE-EMMONS (TCH. GUIDE IN IMC, YOUR WORLD)
3. BOUNCING BETSY, LATHROP
4. WOOL, OFFEDAL
5. THE GOLDEN LAMB, GOUGH
6. WOOL, McCRARY (LITTLE WONDER BOOK)

II. GAMES
1. 2 GAMES WITH DIRECTIONS AND CARDS (MAPS USED AS GAME BOARDS)

III. PENDLETON WOOLEN MILLS: WOOL FIBER IN THE MAKING (SAMPLES OF RAW WOOL, SCORED WOOL, LANOLIN, DYED WOOL, ROVING, SPUN YARN, UNFINISHED FABRIC, FINISHED FABRIC.)

THE WOOL STORY...FROM FLEECE TO FASHION (BOOK)

IV. LAP
- THE FARM AND WHAT IT PRODUCES FOR US
- 636 ENRICHMENT MATH
- 591 SHEEP INDUSTRY, THE WOOL GROWER
- 636.3 MATH ENRICHMENT, SHEEP INDUSTRY (FLOCK GROWER)
- 636.3 THE SHEEP INDUSTRY

V. POSTERS (1)

VI. TAPES
- CTT 228 PART 28, LEARNING ABOUT THE FARM FROM MR. FIELDS w/STUDY GUIDE

VII. SHEEP COOK BOOKLET, RIVERTON

VIII. MATERIALS FROM EXTENSION OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

IX. SACK OF WOOL AND YARN DONATED BY MRS. HARVEY (SPEAKER: MRS. HARVEY DEMONSTRATE CORDING, SPINNING)

X. ECO-LAB: FARM FAMILY

XI. FIELD TRIP TO AREA SHEEP RANCHES OR FEED LOT.

XII. MATERIAL AVAILABLE FROM AV DEPARTMENT
- FILM LOOPS: FL 158 MANY KINDS OF FARM ANIMALS
- FL 161 WE GET EGGS FROM CHICKENS
- FILMSTRIPS: FSS-145 LIVING ON A FARM
- S-90 THE STORY OF WOOL
TRANSPORTATION
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
THIRD GRADE
TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS AND PEOPLE

1. Discuss how life would be different if we had no automated transportation.

2. Write or collect any poems connected to transportation.

3. Read about different transportation in earlier times. How was life different then?

4. List occupations related to transportation.

5. Invite travel agents to class.

6. Discuss or write how transportation affects recreation.

7. Make a vocabulary notebook of words encountered in the transportation materials and books.

8. Play password with vocabulary words.

9. Do committee report on one type of transportation. Include some goods, if any, that come to Powell by this method.

10. Bring pictures to class of airplanes, trucks, cycles, cars, etc. to make a notebook.

11. Discuss how different people of the world travel.

12. How has a gas shortage affected transportation and prices of goods.

13. Have the student pick a friend or relative he wants to visit and describe how he will travel.

14. Have students tell which travel method is most important to their daily life, to their father's, mother's.

15. Make tape recording of sounds of different types transportation.

16. Find out prices for tickets by air, train, or bus. Have students buy with play money. Another could make change.

17. List prices for tickets to a certain destination and have students figure out which is cheapest and by how much.

18. Do a survey of how many cars, trucks, etc. the students' parents in the class have.
19. Figure out how many gallons would fill a car if it holds 22 and has 14 at 46¢ a gallon, how much would it cost.

20. Have students find out how much gas costs where their parents buy it.

21. Have a travel agent come to class to speak. Let students pick a place they want to go and by what method—car, plane, etc. See whose trip will cost most, which less.

22. Study safety rules.

23. Talk about seasonal hazards.

24. Discuss any physical requirements for jobs.

25. Discuss what traffic signals or reports are important to each means of transportation.

26. Use road maps to estimate how far certain places are from Powell.

27. Estimate how much it would cost the class to go somewhere. Compare bus, train, and plane fares.

28. Discuss time schedules that each transportation has.

29. List different types of trains, buses, trucks, airplanes, and cars and their uses.

30. Make the different methods of transportation out of clay, construction paper, etc.

31. A video tape may be done of committee notebooks and presentations.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
THIRD GRADE
TRANSPORTATION

I. Books
1. I KNOW A TRUCK DRIVER, EVANS
2. AT THE RAILROAD STATION, PECK & FIGHTER
3. I KNOW AN AIRLINE PILOT, STANCK
4. THE TRUE BOOK OF TRANSPORTATION, POSELL
5. LET'S VISIT THE RAILROAD, POPE-EMMONS (TCH.GUIDE, IMC)
6. LET'S VISIT A SHIP, POPE-EMMONS
7. LET'S TAKE A BUS TRIP, POPE-EMMONS
8. PIGGYBACK, BIRKS
9. LET'S TAKE AN AIRPLANE TRIP, POPE-EMMONS
10. CAVE MAN TO SPACE MAN, TRASK
11. THE TRUE BOOK OF TRAVEL, LAND
12. MY BOOK OF TRANSPORTATION, NELSON
13. THE TRUE BOOK OF SHIPS AND SEAPORTS
14. AT THE AIRPORT, COLONIUS
15. COME TO WORK WITH US IN AN AIRPORT, WILKINSON

II. Material from American Trucking Association

III. MAPS: 6:0 Trucks 629 Airplanes & Jets 623 Bus
625 Trains 623 Cars & Taxicabs 624 Bicycles & Motorcycles

IV. TRG Transportation of Goods & People
DONNA SMITH

V. TAPES: CTV 229, PART 3A, MR. PULLER RUNS A TRAIN w/study guide
CTV 35, TRANSPORTATION

VI. VISUAL AIDS:
FLANNEL BOARD PICTURES--TRANSPORTATION
1. Air Transportation
2. Cars and Trucks

VII. Material Available from AV Department

FILMSTRIPS:
FSS 153 TRANSPORTATION (AIRPORT, HARBOR, RAILROAD, BUS & TRUCK TERMINAL)
FSS 199 CAREER DEVELOPMENT FOR PRI. GRADES, PART-3, WORK. FOR AN AIRLINE
A 63 AIR TRANSPORTATION
T 26 TRANSPORTATION IN THE U.S.
T 27 TRANSPORTATION
T 8 TRU. S WORK FOR US
C 88 THE BUS DRIVER
FSS-109 WHERE AND HOW PEOPLE WORK AND LIVE (FROM PLACE TO PLACE)
FSS-164 UTILITIES AND COMMUNICATION (TRANSPORTATION SERVICES)
FSS-114H I WANT TO BE...# 5 PILOT (EASY)

FILM LOOPS:
FL 132 LOCAL TRANSIT BUS DRIVERS FL 133 LOCAL TRUCK DRIVERS
FL 138 OVER THE ROAD TRUCK DRIVERS FL 109 AIRPLANCE MECHANICS
NEWSPAPER REPORTER
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Third Grade

NEWSPAPER REPORTER:

1. Have several newspapers available to show to the class. Discuss all the work involved in publishing a paper and list these jobs on the board. Listen to cassette: "How Mr. Printz Brings Us the News." (See Materials)

2. Prepare three folders, one containing newspaper stories, the second containing headlines for these stories, and the third containing photos for these stories. Students are to match the story with the headlines and photos.

3. Plan a class newspaper. Have some children interview teachers, cafeteria workers, aides, secretary, and custodians about their jobs. Let them tape the interviews, then write their stories. Others can write stories about happenings in their class or school. This is a good motivation for a lesson on writing good sentences and paragraphs. Discuss the use of headlines.

4. Visit Cody Enterprise to see offset press.

5. Make a field trip to a newspaper office.

6. Where does paper come from? Use LAP: Timber to Newspaper (see materials)

7. Draw cartoon characters.

8. Draw picture of persons interviewed for newspaper to be printed with the story.

9. Bulletin board: Have students bring interesting newspaper articles to be used to make a bulletin board. These can be changed daily.

10. Find out how photographs are put in a paper.

11. Have a paper boy speak to the class.

12. Get offset printing plates from newspaper office to make mobiles, collages, etc.

13. Study difference between weekly, daily, newspaper.

14. Study the parts of newspaper.

15. List jobs involved in newspaper.

16. Compare the various newspapers available in this area. Children list newspapers they receive at home.
17. Do math problems relating to cost for newspaper, daily, weekly, monthly, yearly.

18. Make skyline picture out of want ads of newspaper.

19. Study recycling of paper.

20. Go on school yard and gather litter.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
Career Box
Third Grade
NEWSPAPER REPORTER

I. Books
1. THIS IS A NEWSPAPER, FEIGENBAUM, SEIGEL
2. THE FIRST BOOK OF NEWS, EPSTEIN
3. I WANT TO BE A NEWS REPORTER, GREENE
4. LET'S VISIT A PAPER MILL, POPE-EMMONS (TCH. GUIDE IN IMC YOUR WORLD)
5. LET'S PUBLISH A BOOK, POPE-EMMONS
6. LET'S VISIT THE NEWSPAPER, POPE EMMONS
7. ABOUT PAPER, DEAN

II. TRG--NEWSPAPER REPORTER, CATTERALL

III. Posters--1.

IV. Tapes:
CTF 230, PART 7A, HOW MR. PRINTZ BRINGS US THE NEWS /STUDY GUIDE

V. Field Trips: NEWSPAPER OFFICE

VI. Speakers: Local reporters, editors, etc.

VII. Material Available from AV Department

Filmstrips
C-104 COMMUNICATION: THE NEWSPAPER
RETAIL TRADES

Ding!
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Third Grade

RETAIL SALES

1. Visit Deaver's Knittery

2. Field trip to sheep farm (follow up with trip to Deaver's Knittery)

3. Visit clothing store and make list of all things a store does for its customers as well as sells.
   a. Make list of all sizes of different articles.

4. Draw floor plan of establishment visited, showing where workers work.

5. In school showcase, make a window display.

6. Make pot holder with knitting or weaving.

7. Set up clothing store, have kids bring piece of clean, used clothing they no longer want and sell at reasonable price.
   a. Bring out security guard job.

8. How long is the store open each day?
   a. Why are these hours the best?
   b. How do the hours compare with stores in another part of your town or city?
   c. Are there any other differences? Explain them.
   d. Make a chart to show your findings to your classmates.

9. List the expenses the store owner would have other than products sold.

10. List different types of retail stores.

11. On maps, locate different locations of retail stores.

12. Interview a sales clerk.


14. Have children compare and keep track of the value of the things sold in one day, in a week, in a year.

15. Find out what other occupations are involved in retail stores.

16. Find out how much of each sale is tax. What is the tax used for?

17. Find out how many people work at store.

18. Bring empty containers of different articles and have the children price them.
19. **Using catalogs, let the children go on a shopping spree.**

20. **Discuss different types of materials used to make shoes.**

21. **Visit shoe store and shoe repair.**

22. **Compare different prices of shoes at various stores.**
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
THIRD GRACE
RETAIL SALES

I. BOOKS
1. I WANT TO BE A STOREKEEPER
2. LET'S VISIT A CLOTHING FACTORY
3. I WANT TO BE A SALES CLERK
4. TRUE BOOK OF CLOTH
5. FIBERS
6. CAREERS IN A DEPARTMENT STORE

II. TAPES:
CTT 229, PART 45, LET'S VISIT MISS CLARK AT THE DEPARTMENT STORE
W'STUDY GUIDE

III. ECO LAB--STORE

IV. FIELD TRIPS: LOCAL DEPARTMENT STORE

V. MATERIAL AVAILABLE FROM AV DEPARTMENT

FILM LOOPS:
FL 142 WHERE AND HOW PEOPLE WORK AND LIVE
   CLOTHES FROM HEAD TO TOE; TRACES CLOTHES FROM
   GROWER, PRODUCER, PROCESSOR, DISTRIBUTOR, CONSUMER

D 40 DEPARTMENT STORE WORKERS

H 37 HOW MAN HAS LEARNED TO MAKE CLOTH
TEACHER
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Third Grade
TEACHERS

1. List the schools in your city. Compare teacher enrollment, student enrollment, how many other workers in each school.

2. Interview a principal, superintendent, or assistant superintendent or assistant principal.

3. Visit junior high and high school and compare the different subjects teachers teach.

4. Interview teacher of a subject in which they are interested.

5. Spend a short time in a classroom of a subject area of your choice.

6. Each student list qualifications they think a good teacher should have.

7. Visit the junior college.

8. Discuss schooling of teachers.

9. Find out how many junior colleges are in the state of Wyoming.

10. Design floor plan of a school.

11. Make a model from the design.

12. Investigate duties of teachers.

13. Research history of schools and teacher's duties.

14. Have teachers who have taught a number of years speak to class.

15. Compare facilities of rural schools to modern schools.

16. Visit the Wapiti or Clark School.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
THIRD GRADE
TEACHERS

I. Books
   1. THE TRUE BOOK OF SCHOOLS, ELKIN
   2. I WANT TO BE A TEACHER, GREENE
   3. I KNOW A TEACHER, BUCHHEIMER
   4. GOOD MORNING, TEACHER

II. Posters (1)

III. LAP 636—School Jobs

IV. Tapes
   CTT 230 Part 73, When Mary and Jeff Stayed After School
      w/Teaching Guide
   CTT 237 Getting to Know Your School

V. Material Available from AV Department

   Filmstrips:
   FSS144 I Want to Be...Teacher
   S 120 Teacher
   S 121 Custodian
   S 122 Safety Patrol
   S 123 Principal
   S 124 School Nurse
   S 125 Cafeteria Workers

   FSS 140 A Career in Education (Perhaps too adv.)

   W 61 Workers for the Public Welfare: Education & the Teacher
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
THIRD GRADE
COSMETOLOGIST

1. PERSONAL GROOMING -- DISCUSS THE IMPORTANCE OF CARE OF THE HAIR AND SKIN.
   STRESS CLEANLINESS.

2. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT VOCABULARY:
   - BEAUTY
   - SHAMPOO
   - HAIR
   - OPERATOR
   - PERMANENT
   - HAIRDRESSER
   - BEAUTICIAN
   - STYLE
   - LICENSE
   - APPRENTICE
   - COSMETOLOGIST
   - MANICURE

3. TEST PH SAMPLE OF SHAMPOO.

4. DRAW PICTURE OF FAVORITE ANIMAL WITH HUMAN HAIR STYLE.

5. KEEP DAILY DIARY ON FOOD INTAKES.

6. HAVE CHILDREN BRING OLD WIGS OR DOLLS WITH HAIR TO COMB.

7. BRING STUDY QUESTION FROM FAMILY FOR FIELD TRIP.

8. TAKE FIELD TRIP TO BEAUTY SHOP.

9. HAVE COSMETOLOGIST COME TO ROOM TO SPEAK ON SKIN CARE.

10. DISCUSS TYPE OF FOOD FOR BETTER SKIN AND NAIL CARE.

11. HAVE CHILDREN GIVE EACH OTHER A MANICURE.

12. DISCUSS HOW HAIR CAN BE AN INDICATION OF POOR HEALTH.

13. STUDY THE MAKE UP OF THE SKIN.

14. MAKE DIAGRAM OF SKIN AND HAVE CHILDREN LABEL PARTS.

15. MAKE DIAGRAM OF HAIR AND HAVE CHILDREN LABEL PARTS.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
THIRD GRADE
COSMETOLOGIST AND BARBERS

I. Books

1. I WANT TO BE A BEAUTY OPERATOR, TANNER

II. TRG, COSMETOLOGIST, CATTERALL

III. Posters (3)

IV. Field Trips: Check with local barber shops and beauty salons for possibility of Monday visits or tours.

V. Speakers: Local barbers or estheticians

VI. Material Available from AV Department

Film Loops:

FL '19 COSMETOLOGISTS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Third Grade: Forester

1. Divide into small groups to do research. Topics suggested:
   - What are the duties of a Forest Ranger?
   - What are the duties of a Park Ranger?
   - What other forestry jobs are there?
   - Can a woman be a forest ranger?
   - What products do we get from the forest?
   - Fighting a forest fire.
   - Recreation and forestry.
   - Reports could be given orally and taped for review or for those who were absent.

2. Creative Writing. Suggested topics:
   - A day in a fire tower.
   - The ranger and the bear.
   - A day in the life of a ranger.
   - Fire in the forest.

3. Letter writing. Write letters asking to become junior forest rangers.

4. Playlet - "The Big Three" (see materials)

5. Careful with Fire in the Forest - Hazard Hunt (see materials, M-1)
   - Have the students write a complete sentence for each careless act they are able to find.


7. Conservation Crossword Puzzle (see materials)

8. How a Tree Grows. Use large chart series (available at Westside Third Grade). Topics available:
   - The Birth of a Tree
   - The History of a Tree
   - The Trunk of a Tree
   - How trees may have evolved
   - Do you know these trees
   - Autumn color changes in trees

9. Conservation and Ecology. There is no end to the work that could be done in this area. Here are a few suggestions:
   - Make a conservation corner. This "corner" can be a place to exhibit many things that relate to the wise use of soil, water, grassland, woodland, wildlife, and mineral resources. Make the program a doing one by experimenting with seed germination and plant growth. Let the children keep the conservation corner and
run it. Give specimens easily read labels, making new labels occasionally to point out new facts of interest.

B. Set aside a shelf labeled "What is it?" Put unidentified finds here until someone identifies them; also, objects that you want to draw to the students' attention.

C. Make a conservation scrapbook by collecting pictures from newspapers, magazines, and other sources. Relate soil and water conservation to plants, birds, and animals.

D. Have a bulletin board and keep it interesting and attractive with pictures on ecology and conservation. Have a special section where students can report observations such as birds, first spring flowers, signs of fall.

10. Visit the local Forest Service Office.

11. Have a forest ranger talk to the class.

12. Visit a ranger station.

13. Ranger Arithmetic Pamphlets (see materials). 24 Arithmetic problems dealing with various phases of forest conservation.

14. "Smokey the Bear" (see materials, M-5).

15. Make a mural showing multiple use of forests. Use a variety of materials. Make trees by covering with crepe paper bits. Water could be blue cellophane. Show recreation areas with tents, people, etc. Don't forget wildlife. Have a lumber harvesting area and be sure to have some forestry workers.

16. Mold forest animals from ceramic clay, then glaze and fire in kiln. These could be used in either the conservation corner or in shadow boxes.

17. Shadow boxes. Use shoe boxes placed on one side. Glue grass clippings on the bottom and use small twigs or pieces of evergreen trees to represent forest. Children can be very imaginative in what they place in their "forest." These can be covered with Saran Wrap and displayed on a bulletin board.

18. Block printing. Use a rough piece of wood, the rougher the better. It will be super if you can find some pieces with knots or showing tree rings. Using printers' ink or tempera, press the wood on a sheet of construction paper in various positions, forming a pattern or design. Rub the wood with a rubber roller (brayer) or press the wood into the paint poured on a sheet of paper. There is an example in Materials, M-5.

19. Nature animals. Using nature products, form animals. Examples of things that work great: pinecones, milkweed pods, seeds, acorns, small twigs. Use colored pipe cleaners for legs. Start with a base of clay or styrofoam to keep your sculpture from falling over. Work from the bottom up, fastening each part that is added with glue or glue-soaked bits of cotton. See sketches of examples in Materials, M-6. A flip-pick is also available.
20. **Plant trees.** *(Find out from forest service where you could obtain trees).*

21. **Investigate the enemies of the forest.**

22. **List tree products.** *(Refer to book, *Tree Products*).*

23. **Make a collection of leaves.** Draw tree and press scotch tape sample of leaf next to it.

24. **List tools used by lumbermen.** *(From *Tall Timber*, p. 25).*
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
THIRD GRADE
FORESTER

I. Books

1. FROM TALL TIMBER, GRINHUIS
2. THE MYSTERIOUS EVERGREEN FOREST, MAY
3. I WANT TO BE A FORESTER, BAKER
4. I KNOW A RANGER, BUCHHEIMER
5. TREE PRODUCTS, ADLER
6. SMOKE JUMPERS AND FIRE DIVERS, SHANNON
7. THANKS TO TREES, WEBBER
8. THE TRUE BOOK OF TREES, PODENDORF
9. FORESTS THAT CHANGE COLOR, MAY
10. OUR FRIEND THE FOREST, LAUBER

II. ECO-LAB--Forest
TRG FORESTRY AND PEOPLE IN RELATED JOBS, ELINOR CATTERALL
LAP 655 FORESTER

III. Posters (2)

IV. MATERIALS FROM U.S. FOREST SERVICE

V. DITTÔ COPY OF COLORING BOOK

VI. Speakers: Personnel from the U.S. Forest Service
FIELD TRIPS: NORTHFORK AREA, SUNLIGHT

VII. Book in IMC, Fire on Big Lonesome, Mulcahy-Good for read-aloud story

VIII. Material available from AV Department:

FILM LOOPS:
FL 027 Forestry Aids

FILMSTRIPS:
FSS 153 Occupations in Ecology
1. Occupations in Ecology
2. Forestry Technician
FSS 162 SRA CAREER EXPLORATION
2. OUTDOOR INTEREST (ADVANCED)
FSS 198 TREES FOR 2001
BUILDING TRADES
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES  
THIRD GRADE  
BUILDING TRADES

1. Field trip to view a house being built.
2. Visit the saw mill in Cody.
3. List all the different workers needed to build a house. Which worker will be needed first, next, etc.
4. Listen to record "Grandpa Wiseman Tells About Building a Log Cabin." (See materials) After listening to the record, have students discuss questions asked at the end.
5. Individual pupils can listen to the talking book "Let's Go Look at House Construction." (See materials)
6. Study each worker in the order they were listed at beginning of unit. Have children do research; view the filmstrips and film loops.
7. Role playing -- Each student can play the role of one of the workers, telling what his job is, what his duties are, why he likes his job, etc. They can wear appropriate "hats" and carry their tools.
9. Have a resource person or parent come to talk to the class. Have them bring pictures and tools of their trade.
10. Add new words to the vocabulary by listing these words on a bulletin board or chart.
11. Write poems about each type of worker.
12. Creative writing -- have students choose a tool of the building trades and write a story about how it is used. These would be more interesting written in first person. They could be copied on a shape of the tool and used for a bulletin board display.
13. Role play -- what it would be like if there were no homes. How did pioneers exist without homes? What did they do?
14. Read stories about homes, their purposes, uses, etc.
15. View filmstrip "Homes Around the World." Make booklets, entitled "My Home."
16. Discuss why different types of homes are needed for different families.
17. Discuss the role of climate on different types of homes.

18. Ask what makes different homes comfortable and attractive.

19. How can you make your home a more comfortable place to live.

20. Ask the students how they think that people pay for their homes, such as renting, buying, leasing, etc.

21. Compute the cost of a home after obtaining average prices for the cost of each room from a contractor.

22. Based on rent paid or house payment, find out how much one pays for a home in a year just to live in it. Might also bring in lights, gas, water, repairs, telephone, etc.

23. Draw plans for a model house.

24. Examine and measure the size of the model house to be made.

25. Acquaint the students with the metric system by measuring with cardboard rulers made in this system.

26. Build a model home as a class project.

27. Make a poster or bulletin board of different types of homes.

28. Make hats to wear in role-playing.

29. Draw a picture of their home. These could be put in a booklet.

30. Make a bulletin board of different types of workers. For added interest use a variety of materials for clothes.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
THIRD GRADE
BUILDING TRADES

I. Books
1. LET'S GO TO WATCH A BUILDING GO UP, GOODSPER
2. THE TRUE BOOK OF HOUSES, CARTER
3. LET'S BUILD A HOUSE, POPE-EMMONS
4. I WANT TO BE AN ARCHITECT, BAKER
5. LET'S VISIT A FURNITURE FACTORY, (TCH. GUIDE IN IMC, YOUR WORLD)
6. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU BUILD A HOUSE, SHAY

II. Posters (1)

III. TRG--BUILDING TRADES, ELINOR CATTERALL
TRU--WOOD, JUNE LAMB
TRU--CARPENTER, RIVERTON
LAP--THE WORLD OF CONSTRUCTION (3 COPIES)

IV. King Comics--POPEYE AND THE CONSTRUCTION CAREERS
             THE LITTLE CARPENTER, STANLEY TOOL COMPANY

V. Tapes
   CTT 228-PART 2A, GRANDPA WISEMAN TELLS ABOUT BUILDING A LOG CABIN
   W/STUDY GUIDE
   FIELD TRIP TO SITE OF NEW HOUSE CONSTRUCTION
   SPEAKERS: LOCAL CONTRACTORS, CARPENTERS, PLUMBERS, ELECTRICIANS

VI. Material Available from AV Department
Film Loops:
   FL 115 BRICKLAYER
   FL 116 CARPENTER
   FL 117 CEMENT MASONS
   FL 125 ELECTRICIANS
   FL 129 GLAZIERS
   FL 139 PAINTERS AND PAPERHANGERS
   FL 143 PLUMBERS AND PIPEFITTERS

Filmstrips:
HOW WE GET OUR HOMES: H-81 PLANNING THE NEW HOME
   H-82 BUILDING THE FOUNDATION
   H-83 BUILDING THE SHELL
   H-84 FINISHING THE HOME

F 29 FINISHING THE HOME
B 18 BUILDING THE FOUNDATION

FSS-109 WHERE AND HOW PEOPLE WORK AND LIVE
(WHERE IN THE WORLD DO YOU LIVE?)
FSS-151 THE NATION'S BUILDERS #3 THE CARPENTER
     #4 THE ELECTRICIAN
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
THIRD GRADE
FOOD FROM FARM TO FAMILY
BAKERY

1. Make a chart on the path of bread dough through a bakery.

2. Interview people involved in working in the bakery.

3. Write invitations to parents for a concluding program. Program may be entitled "The Bread Story, which could be presented in three parts entitled "At The Farm," "The Mill," and "Baking Bread."

4. Read poems "We Get Ready to Cook," "We Learn to Measure," "Spic and Span," "Our Safety Rules." (See materials).

5. Make oral reports. (Check about wheat mill grinder—Mrs. Morse, Mrs. Orlin Terrill, Mary Cottrell Anderson—Bryan.)

6. Write reports for the newspaper.

7. Discuss good manners when entertaining guests (for program).

8. Field trip to the bakery.

9. Trace the story of bread from planting, cultivating, and harvesting wheat to the baked loaf of bread; could set up scene for mural.

10. Discuss ingredients for making bread; can discuss where each is obtained.

11. Color outlined map to show wheat growing areas in the U.S.

12. Construct simple bakery.

13. Make large white chef's hat in which to bake bread. Cut circles as large as possible from white crepe paper. Use a darning needle and heavy cotton thread. Sew around the circumference of the circle. Pull the two ends of the thread. The circle was pulled into cap shape. Staple this to a strip of heavy white paper about three inches wide and long enough to go around the child's head.

14. Make pastries of all kinds with modeling clay.

15. Demonstrate fermentation with yeast—use a cake of yeast, one half cup warm water, one teaspoon sugar. Divide into three glasses (measuring cups). Place one cup in a bowl of ice water. Place one cup in a container of warm water—85 degrees. Place one cup in a container of boiling water. Note and compare the reactions in the three cups.
INVENTORY OF MATERIALS
CAREER BOX
THIRD GRADE
FOODS FROM FARM TO FAMILY

I. Books

1. I KNOW A GROCER, HENRIOD
2. I WANT TO BE A BAKER, GREENE
3. AT THE BAKERY, COLONIUS
4. LET'S GO TO A BAKERY, BUSCHHEIMER
5. I KNOW A BAKER, IRITANI
6. LET'S VISIT A BAKERY, POPE-EMMONS (Tch. Guide in IMC)
7. ABOUT TRUCK FARMING, JOHNSON
8. THE GOOD ENOUGH POULTRY FARM, JOHNSON

II. Posters (6)

III. TRG THE BAKERY, SANDY BASSETT

IV. Tapes

CTT 237 GETTING TO KNOW YOUR SUPERMARKET
CTT 233 GETTING TO KNOW THE BAKERY

V. Field Trip to Grocery Store, Area Farms

VI. Material Available from AV Department

Filmstrips:

FSS 157 People Who Organize Fact (Part 2, Bakery Forewoman)
FSS 166 Who Helps Us....Part 1, Bakery
H 78 The Story of Bread
H 79 The Story of Fruits and Vegetables
H 77 The Story of Milk (probably used in 2ND GRADE FOR DAIRY UNIT)
H 80 The Story of Meat
C 85 The Grocer
FSS 139 Education for Occupations
   #2 Working in a Supermarket
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